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I WAS JUST THINKING:   I’m starting to think I will never be old 

enough to know better. 

 EDITOR’S RANT:   

 
Thanksgiving 2019 is in the record books on both sides of the 

border. It’s time to turn our attention toward the next round of 

turkey sandwiches (my favourite) that Christmas will produce. But 

WAIT! Don’t lose focus. We still haven’t resolved the world’s or 

even the country’s problems. The fact that many Canadian and 

American families were unable to resolve their political differences 

even for one day and share an apolitical dinner this week does not 

bode well for a resolution in time for December 25
th
. We have less 

than a month to find a positive solution. Leave the Christmas 

preparations for the adrenalin rush of the 24
th
. We have some 

serious thinking to do. 

Here in Canukastan, we have a wave of post-election rhetoric and 

superficial fence mending going on. The Wexit movement in 

Alberta and Saskatchewan is being taunted by the Block. Andrew 

Shear is not getting the memos. Elizabeth May is stepping to the 

back of the garden shed and Mr. Singh recovering from a 

drubbing. Canada is not in danger of a major implosion at least 

until the new year. We are not likely to face another election in the 

next 12 months. It would be hard to get press coverage when 

there is such a gong show erupting for the first 11 months of 2020 

to the south.  

Turning our attention to latitudes smaller than 49, there is less 

chance for optimism. The lines dividing the Democrats and the  



Rant cont’d. 

Republicans have turned to stone. The impeachment hearings have done little to sway 

public opinions on either side. This exercise in futility is unlikely to see a removal of the 

president regardless of the outcome. Given the process regarding such things in America, 

the movie has already been shot and is in the can. The hearings will vote for impeachment, 

the senate will refuse to follow through and even if they did, the president would have to 

physically carried out of the Whitehouse. The country is more divided than it has been since 

the First Civil War. American family factions should each probably buy half turkeys this year. 

Impeachment won’t resolve anything anyway. The next in line for keys to golden washroom 

is Mike Pence. Does that fill anyone with hope?   

The Democrats seem to be determined to waste time, money and credibility choosing 

which knight (or knightess) in shining armour will challenge Donald the Dragon next        

November. They seem to be playing a game of musical chairs, except in this game, each 

time the music stops a chair is added. The rumour mills are feeding the Demdelusion by         

encouraging the unspoken dreams of every ego in the party. Billionaires are coming out of 

the woodwork, spending wads of cash to scratch away a couple of percentage points form 

the front runners. Oprah wisely doused the aspirational flame very early. Currently it is 

Michelle Obama who is being approached. If anybody would actually aspire to the POTUS 

job it is doubtful it would be someone who has actually lived in the Whitehouse for eight 

years  already. If we assume that the Dems can miraculously narrow the field to one by 

spring, and if we assume that another World or Civil War has not erupted, we can sit back 

in our Igloos and watch in awe. It sounds like fun if you like horror films.  
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HEALTH AND WELFARE: 

John Williams had microsurgery to repair his right rotator cuff a few days ago. He is sound 

but sore and will be a leftie for a while since his right arm is in a sling. Unless he is more 

ambidextrous than many of us, he has some adjusting to do before feeding, dressing,  

driving  (snow bird golf or vehicles) start to feel anything but awkward.  

Les Bellan and Carol Lesniak continue with their cancer treatments and remain in our 

thoughts and prayers.  

Our president, Allan Bleiken, is feeling so “gall”danged good after his surgery he was out 

on Thursday shooting pool with the boys. His gall bladder is in a jar somewhere. 

On the Carter front, there Jeanne’s surgery was rescheduled at the last minute until Tues-

day. We have no word yet about when Bill’s MRI is scheduled.   

SO NOW YOU KNOW…. 

 



AGING GYROS 

Seven is the magic number of Gyros who will be celebrat-

ing their Natal Days in the month of December. Ah 

Spring...when young couples thoughts turn to making ba-

bies through the   ages.  

This month’s bundles of joy are: Herb Zmurchuk (3rd);      

Allan Bleiken (5th); Art Merrick (13th); Bill Carter (15th); 

Ray Davis (17th); Erik Braun (21st); Ted Ewanchuk 

(27th) 

    

                                           Who’s who?     You all know who you are! 



 

         PRESIDENT’S CHRISTMAS PARTY  

 
          Remember, the Christmas Party has been moved back one day to  

 

                                     FRIDAY, DECEMBER 20TH   

 

Show up in your best Christmas duds to the Belvedere G and CC 

 

                    ThE fuNNIN’ bEgINS wITh a REcEPTIoN aT 6:00 

                   followED by DINNER wITh all ThE fIxIN’S aT 7:00 



LAST MEETING:  Billiards Night   November 28th 

A bunch of us (22 hustlers and 4 non-combatants) gathered to relive their mis-spent 

youth at Caffreys for an evening of pool. It took 3 1/2 hours to weed out the pretenders. 

The crowd had thinned when Ted Ewanchuk and Ian Bannatyne sunk the final eight ball 

and took home the prize befitting an ancient pool shark...wine. Coming in second (not 

quite good enough for “shark” designation but still worthy of note were Ken Lesniak and 

Art Merrick. 

Between games we all enjoyed some pretty decent food and beverages of our choice. 

Since we basically took over the tables and entire pool hall part of the venue, we used 

our numbers to scare off any outsiders who had come to cross cues.  Big Kudos to Paul 

West and Rick O’Donnell for a well run evening.  

 

 

                                            Art and Ken                                Ian and Ted                                                                                  

 



 

 

 

CURLARAMA 

To make up for the unforgivable faux pas of not including a Curlaram report in the last 

bulletin, this vastly underfunded event will receive a full page report in this issue. 

Canmore was the destination for 11 members of our club. The plan was to have a dozen 

but Lloyd Wilson had a confidence crisis and stayed home, claiming Pneumonia. As a 

result, a guest member, Dave Rozak joined the only Sherwood Park rink to bring home 

the hardware. It was skipped by Ray Davis and included two other “Parkers” as grunts—

Terry Bajer and Don Greig. The other two rinks ended up in the“close but no cigar”circle.  

All reports indicated that it was, as usual, a very fun weekend, and a real bargain for the 

club treasury.   

               Dee winners of the “D” event  -  Ray Davis-Terry Bajer-Don Greig and a guest Dave Rozak  



Hmmm... 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



NEXT MEETING: Billiards, November 27th 

I hate to be a stickler for detail but I doubt if anyone in our group 

will be playing Billiards on the 27th since the game requires a 

different table, different balls (3) and a whole different level of 

skill. I suspect we will be playing a form of snooker or “8-Ball” on 

a snooker table just like we always do. I also assume we will be 

playing said 8-Ball here in the Park at Caffreys. Hold that      

suggestion in your head until further notice or until someone    

offers a knowledgeable contradiction. The chairman for this event is Paul West who will be 

ably assisted by Rick O’Donnell. 

 

AND THE MEETING AFTER THAT:   Bowling December 11th 

 

The scene will shift from little balls to honkin’ big ones at the 

Gateway Recreation Centre Lanes. Brian Wolfe is your go to 

guy for this one with Bill Carter and Bruce Copeland providing 

back-up. If memory serves me we can choose our own meal in 

the bar after we have sufficiently scarred the hardwood on the 

lanes. 

 

AAAAND   THE MYSTERY MEETING: 
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COOL PICS FROM THE PAST 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1950. Bulldozers mover around completely gutted interior of the  Whitehouse  (complete interior rebuild 

1949-1952). Could it be time for another complete rebuild of the Whitehouse from the inside out? 

              Brooklin Bridge under construction 1883 (it was paid off in 1956              



GYRETTE GIGGLES  

 

 
 

       

 

 



    

   

Oh my….  

       I`d say she takes after her Dad who so far has the widest human tongue ever recorded 

                                                             (Gretzky has the longest) 



         

 

Hmmm... 

            An ostridgical illusion?   Ostridge girl or girly ostridage? 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             



 

 

 

   

THE GOOD OL’ HOCKEY GAME 

      

               A young Bobby Clarke in Flin Flon  



 

    

 

 

 

THOSE WERE THE DAYS   

 1970’S:  Loading Chevy Vegas onto a “Virt-A-Pac “ train                   1950  Prisoner testing a roller coaster   

 

            Hitler practicing his speech in front of a mirror 1925 

 



 

 

 

MEANWHILE IN CANADA 
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Meanwhile NOT in Canada  

 

 
 

 

     

  

 

 

 

 

 

                              Kamikaze Kamel in Kurdistan 

                                      Murderous  Moose in Maine 
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SOUTH OF THE BORDER, DOWN WASHINGTON WAY 

             

 

  

 

   

 

 



 ANIMAL INSTINKS 

 

 

        

 

 

 

                      Hmmm……...Oh!  Ha! 



SNICKERS AND GUFFAWS 

 

 

 

             

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Do You believe in miracles?                                                                    

Well, I didn't either until I saw this young  

miracle worker restore the vision of a blind man. 

 

 



GYRO FRIENDSHIP THOUGHT OF THE WEEK 

 AND THE LAST WORD…. 

   SB 
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